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Base Skills



I'm Aliporsh, a seasoned fullstack blockchain developer specializing in

smart contracts with a robust four-year background in the field. I've

honed my expertise in crafting secure and efficient solutions using

blockchain technology. Currently, I'm thriving as a freelance developer,

leveraging my skills to create impactful and innovative decentralized

applications.

Throughout my professional journey, I've been driven by a relentless

passion for pushing the boundaries of blockchain technology. My

experience spans both frontend and backend development, enabling

me to deliver holistic and user-centric DApps that seamlessly integrate

cutting-edge blockchain features.

My proficiency extends to languages such as Solidity, tools like Truffle,

and an adeptness at architecting elegant solutions that bridge complex

technical requirements with practical applications. What sets me apart

is my unique ability to combine creativity with technical precision,

consistently delivering solutions that resonate with end-users.

As a freelancer, I've successfully developed over 20 DApps, each

showcasing my commitment to excellence and innovation. My

freelance experience has further enriched my ability to collaborate

seamlessly with diverse teams and clients, ensuring that every project

meets and exceeds expectations.

With a firm grasp of the evolving landscape of blockchain technology,

I'm committed to pioneering advancements in decentralized systems.

My goal is to continue leveraging my skills and experience to create

solutions that redefine industries and drive meaningful change.

Profile Summary

mailto:aliiporsh@gmail.com
http://aliporsh.com/




Reading B2

Writing B1

Speaking A2

Listening B2

English
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Javad mohamadzahe

iranDLT CEO

irandlt@gmail.com

989155026232

Pouya nasehi

Zarella CTO - Wisdomise Blockchain Lead

989154817454



Blockchain programming training in

reputable schools with more than 5

thousand students

April 2022

Language

Social Network

References

Honors



Dapp Freelancer

Canada

April 2019 - Present

Tasks and Achievements

smart contract Developer

Wisdomise

Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE)

February 2023 - May 2023

Tasks and Achievements

Lead Smart Contract

Iran DLT

February 2022 - April 2023

Tasks and Achievements

Work Experiences

Developed decentralized applications (dApps) using blockchain

technology

Implemented smart contracts using Solidity programming

language

Performed unit testing and debugging to ensure the quality and

functionality of the dApps

Successfully delivered projects within agreed-upon deadlines

work as project contract for generating smart contracts of

Wisdomise project in 2023

Developed and implemented smart contracts using Solidity

language

Led a team of developers in designing and deploying smart

contract solutions

Collaborated with stakeholders to gather and analyze

requirements for smart contract projects

Ensured compliance with industry standards and best practices

in smart contract development

Successfully executed multiple smart contract projects within

defined timelines and budget

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aliporsh/
https://t.me/aliporshahr
https://github.com/aliporsh
https://instagram.com/aliporsh.ir
https://wa.me/15166366898
https://www.youtube.com/c/iranblockchain
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPUWua2y0M5bX4I3kBlLThQ




Easy going

Patience

punctual

full of motivation



Blockchain

Toplean

2018*2021

Link : https://toplearn.com/c/qjL2

i reached 3,428 Online Student on my

course in toplearn

Blockchain

Youtube

2021*2022

Link :

https://www.youtube.com/c/iranblockchain

my personal Youtube Channel For Teaching

blockchain concepts

Solidity Smart Contract

Youtube

2022-2023

Link :

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPUW

ua2y0M5bX4I3kBlLThQ/about

my personal Youtube Channel For Teaching

smart contract Developing ans Solidity

concepts



Associate in Software

Branch: Smart Contract

Canada

Morality

Teaching

Education

Teacher

youtube & Toplearn & Training companies

June 2018 - Present

Tasks and Achievements



DAO

For: LuxRare

February 2023

I made a DAO that included voting for additions and deletions, and this

voting was calculated as a percentage of the number of people in the

dove, and each of the doves could add a statement to the DAO to

change the timing and other things. be placed

NFT Market Place

For: IRANDLT Co

May 2023

Luxrare is a NFT Marketplace for Validation and exchange of precious

stones with a decentralized economy through NFT.

i Managed All the Smart Contracts of this project in 8 mounth until

finished Succesfully

Link : test.Luxrare.ir

ICO

For: TSFSO

I made an ICO for the company and the TSFSO token, and I successfully

completed all the blockchain programming including the token smart

contract and the blockchain token sale program with Web3 within 1

month, but this The project is going to be introduced in 2024

Token Generator

2023

Token Maker for eth

For BNB https://bnb.tokenmaker.shop/

For POL https://pol.tokenmaker.shop/

for more features contact me at telegram @aliporshahr

Link : https://tokenmaker.shop

Since the first years when I entered the blockchain world, I have

developed a strong interest in its education, and from 2018 until

today, I have taught more than 5 thousand students in person

and online on various platforms, and these studies are still

ongoing.

Projects

https://toplearn.com/c/qjL2
https://www.youtube.com/c/iranblockchain
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPUWua2y0M5bX4I3kBlLThQ/about
http://test.luxrare.ir/
https://tokenmaker.shop/

